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Abstract
In this paper, we propose phraseNet, a neural machine translator with a phrase memory which stores phrase pairs in symbolic
form, mined from corpus or specified by human experts. For any given source sentence,
phraseNet scans the phrase memory to determine the candidate phrase pairs and integrates
tagging information in the representation of
source sentence accordingly. The decoder utilizes a mixture of word-generating component and phrase-generating component, with
a specifically designed strategy to generate a
sequence of multiple words all at once. The
phraseNet not only approaches one step towards incorporating external knowledge into
neural machine translation, but also makes
an effort to extend the word-by-word generation mechanism of recurrent neural network.
Our empirical study on Chinese-to-English
translation shows that, with carefully-chosen
phrase table in memory, phraseNet yields 3.45
BLEU improvement over the generic neural
machine translator.

1

Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT), although only
proposed recently, has shown great potential, and arguably surpassed statistical machine translation on
tasks like English-German translation (Sennrich et
al., 2015). In addition to its superior ability in modeling the semantics of source sentence and language
fluency of the target sentence, NMT as a framework
also has remarkable flexibility in accommodating
other form of knowledge.

In this paper, we explore the possibility of equipping regular neural machine translator with an external memory storing rules that specify phrase-level
correspondence between the source and target languages. Those rules are in symbolic form, which can
be either extracted from a parallel corpus or given
by experts. We tailor the encoder, decoder and the
attention model of the neural translator to help locate phrases in the source and generate their translations in the target. The proposed model is called
phraseNet. phraseNet is not only one step towards
incorporating external knowledge in to neural machine translation, but also an effort to extend the
word-by-word generation mechanism of recurrent
neural network.
1.1

Model Overview

The overall diagram of phraseNet is displayed in
Figure 1. Basically, for a given source sentence,
phraseNet first encodes the sentence to a representation with an RNN encoder, scans the phrase memory to select candidate phrase pairs and then tags
the source representation accordingly (Section 3.2).
phraseNet then generates both words and phrases
with an RNN decoder. It dynamically determines
at each time step with its probabilistic model consisting of a mixture of word-generation mode and
phrase-generation mode (Section 3). To maintain
the state consistency of RNN when running in different modes, the decoder of phraseNet will go through
“idle run” (Section 3.6) after generating a multipleword phrase.
Our contribution is of three-folds:
1. we propose an end-to-end learning algorithm
for neural machine translation with an external

Figure 1: The overall diagram of phraseNet.

phrase memory, which to our knowledge it is
the first effort in this direction;
2. we propose a way to handle the generation of
multiple words with an RNN decoder;
3. our empirical studies on Chinese-English translation tasks show the efficacy of our models:
phraseNet achieves on average 3.45 BLEU improvement over its generic counterpart.
RoadMap The remainder of this paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2, we will
give a brief introduction to attention-based neural
machine translation as the background. In Section 3,
we will introduce phraseNet, including its two variants. In Section 4, we will report our experiments
on applying phraseNet to Chinese-English translation tasks. Then in Section 5 and 6, we will give a
brief review of related work and conclude the paper.
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Background

Our work is built upon the attention-based neural
machine translation model that learns to align and
translate jointly (Bahdanau et al., 2015), which will
be referred to as RNNsearch.
RNNsearch uses a bidirectional RNN (Schuster
and Paliwal, 1997) to encode the source sentence.
It consists of two independent RNNs. The forward RNN reads the source sentence from left to
→
−
→
−
→
−
right h = ( h 1 , . . . , h Tx ). The backward RNN
←
−
reads the source sentence from right to left h =
←
−
←
−
( h 1 , . . . , h Tx ). The representation of the source
sentence h is then defined as the concatenation of
→
−
←
−
h and h . Each element in h contains information

about the source sentence, focusing on the parts surrounding the corresponding word.
At decoding time t, the attention model uses
st−1 (the RNN states) and eyt−1 (the embedding
of previous target word yt−1 ) to “query” the encoded h, marks each element of h a score etj =
f (st−1 , hj , eyt−1 ). The non-linear function f can
take on many forms, but we concatenate the three
inputs and feed it to a neural network with one hidden layer and tanh as activation function. The scores
are then normalized to {αtj }, serving as the weights
of {hj { to the target word, which then gives the conP x
αtj hj . The context vectext vector hj , ct = Tj=1
tor ct is then used to update the hidden state of the
decoder:
st = fu (st−1 , ct , eyt−1 ),
(1)
where the function fu is GRU (Cho et al., 2014;
Chung et al., 2014). To predict a target word, the decoder combines st , ct and eyt−1 , feeds to a one-layer
MLP with tanh as activation function, followed by a
softmax function,
p(yt = yi |y<t , x; θ) ∝
n
o
exp viT Wo tanh Uo st−1 + Co ct + Vo eyt−1 ,

(2)

where Wo , Uo , Co and Vo are weight matrices. vi
is an one-hot indicator vector for yi .

3

Models

In this section, we will give more details of
phraseNet, more specifically on the preprocessing,
encoder and decoders. With two different variants of the mixture models used in decoder, we
naturally have two variants of phraseNet, namely
phraseNetgate and phraseNetsof tmax .
3.1

Preprocessing

The phrase table P is a list of rules. Each rule
0
contains a source phrase pk and its translation, a
target phrase pk . Figure 2 gives an example of
the phrase table. For simplicity, we first limit ourselves to a subset of rules with the strongest sourcetarget correspondence, which is in contrast to that in
phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT).
In SMT, a phrase could have multiple translations
with a probability distribution over them. Here we
restrict that for each source phrase in P, it has only
one translation with probability almost equal to 1.
This will limit the size of P but can guarantee that

0

0

Figure 2: The phrase table Pxy . For the kth pair (pk , pk ), pk

Figure 3:

stands for the source phrase and pk for the target phrase.

groups.
0

Example of a sentence pair being split into
Px

0

0

0

= {(p1 , p1 ), (p2 , p2 ), (p3 , p3 )}, Pxy

=

0

{(p1 , p1 ), (p2 , p2 )}. Wx = {x0 , x1 , x4 , x5 , x9 }, Wy =

the feasible rules are “reliable” enough and greatly
simplifies the model design and training.
We will introduce the collection of such a phrase
table P later. At the moment, let us assume that we
have the table P which will be utilized to preprocess
the sentence pair before encoding. In order to tag
a source sentence x = (x1 , x2 , . . . , xTx ), we need
to locate its contained phrases. Hence we will find
out the rules in P whose source phrase appears in
x, and denote these rules as Px . To calculate the
likelihood during training, we also need to find out
the rules in Px whose target phrase appears in the
target sentence y, denote as Pxy (Pxy ⊂ Px ).
For simplicity, we remove from Px the short rules
that intersect with the others, which means if the
source phrases of two rules are overlapped, we remove the rule whose source phrase has fewer words.
We choose at most np (a hype-parameter) phrases
for each sentence with the maximum coverage.
The non-overlapping rules in Px and Pxy split the
words of source and target sentences into groups as
showing in Figure 3. The words in source sentence x
are split into two groups, phrases Px and words notin-phrases Wx , while the words in target sentence
y are split into two groups, phrases Pxy and words
not-in-phrases Wy .
3.2

Encoder

We use the regular encoder from RNNsearch, but
0
add tags to hi (Meng et al., 2015), hi = [hi , tagi ].
The tags are used to help the model locate and discriminate different phrases.
Each tagi is an indicator vector with length np .
For example in Figure 3, suppose np = 5 and
0
0
we find three source phrases p1 = (x2 , x3 ), p2 =
0
(x6 , x7 , x8 ), p3 = (x10 , x11 ) in sentence x, we
concatenate a tag vector (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) to each of

{y0 , y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y7 , y8 , y9 , y14 }.

h2 , h3 , concatenate a vector (0, 1, 0, 0, 0) to each of
h6 , h7 , h8 , concatenate a vector (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) to h10
and h11 . For all other not-in-phrase words Wx , we
also add a trivial tag vector (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) to their hi .
Figure 4 shows an example of such concatenating.

Figure 4: The diagram for encoder.

3.3

Decoder

Unlike the decoder of RNNsearch that only has word
mode, our decoders also have phrase mode. For a
two-word target phrase pt = (yt , yt+1 ), it can either
be generated by word mode (one by one) or phrase
mode (as a whole). In our models, we add upon the
RNNsearch another component which has two functions, (1) makes decision between phrase mode and
word mode, (2) chooses the right target phrase if the
decision is phrase mode.
With the help of attention model, the new component tries to capture the signals from the encoded
representations of a source sentence and translate
part of the source sentence (source phrase) directly
to the target output as a whole at proper decoding
moments. The tags added in Section 3.2 will play
an important role in the process. If we view h as
a short-term memory as it changes from sentence
to sentence, then the phrase table could be called a
phrase memory which is a long-term memory. The
decoder queries the short-term memory to choose

the segment of source while it consults the phrase
memory to choose the right phrase.
We have two model variants, namely
phraseNetgate and phraseNetsof tmax , each corresponding to a different implementation of the
mixture model in decoder.
3.4

phraseNetgate

(from encoder). With s1 , c2 and ey1 , the decoder
could move to update the next state s2 and generating the next word (or phrase). More specifically,
in phraseNetgate , the state s2 is updated in the same
way as in RNNsearch (Equation (1)). The generation of the next word/phrase can be described as
follows, let’s denote St = (st , ct , eyt−1 ):
1. STEP-1: generate the decision variable z2 with
p(z2 = 1|S2 ; θ) = fz (S2 )
p(z2 = 0|S2 ; θ) = 1 − fz (S2 )
2. STEP-2a: if z2 = 0 (word mode), generate a
word based on s2 with the regular word vocabulary V, same as RNNsearch (Equation 2);
3. STEP-2b: if z2 = 1 (phrase mode), generate
target phrase pj ∈ Px with probability:

Figure 5: The diagram for phraseNetgate .

The decoder for phraseNetgate is illustrated in
Figure 5. In phraseNetgate , the decoder will first use
a gate fz to determine the mode at time t by issuing a
binary indicator variable (zt ∈ {0, 1}), where 0 represents word mode and 1 represents phrase mode.
Then for each mode, it will calculate the word probabilities and phrase probabilities respectively. In
word mode, a classifier fw outputs a probability
distribution over the words in target vocabulary V;
while in phrase-mode a phrase classifier fp determines the probability distribution over the phrases
in Px . The final probability of output is given by
the probabilities of modes as well as the probability
of individual output generated in each mode. It is a
mixture model since a phrase like china daily
can be generated in both modes, and the final probability of it is therefore the sum of the probabilities
of it being generated from each. For a target phrase
that is not in word vocabulary, i.e., it contains UNK,
the probability of that can only be from the phrase
mode.
One snapshot of the decoding is the following.
Let us suppose that at time t = 1, the decoder has
generated the word y1 in the word mode, and the current state is s1 , moving to time t = 2. With the state
s1 , the attention model (same as in RNNsearch) first
generates the context c2 as a weighted sum of the h

pp (y2 = pj |S2 , 1; θ) ∝

exp uTj Wp tanh (Up s2 + Cp c2 + Vp ey1 ) ,
where Wp , Up , Cp and Vp are weight matrices. uj is an one-hot indicator vector for pj .
4. STEP-3: calculate the final probabilities and
sample the next word (or phrase):
p(y2 = wi ) = p(z2 = 0|S2 ; θ)p(wi |S2 , 0; θ)
p(y2 = pj ) = p(z2 = 1|S2 ; θ)p(pj |S2 , 1; θ)


p(y2 = w)
,
p(y2 ) =
p(y2 = p)
where the size of p(y2 ) is np plus the number
of words in vocabulary V. The next word or
phrase will be sampled according to p(y2 ). If
next generation is a phrase, the decoder will go
through an “idle run” process (Section 3.6) to
generate words in p2 , after that the decoder replaces the tags tagi of those source words of
0
0
p2 to all-zero vectors as p2 has already been
decoded.
Similar to (Gulcehre et al., 2016a), in
phraseNetgate , fz is a three-layered neural network using noisy-tanh activation for the first two
layers (Gulcehre et al., 2016b) and we add residual
connection (He et al., 2015) from the first layer
to the second hidden layer, The output layer uses
sigmoid as activation function.

3.5

phraseNetsof tmax

With phraseNetgate the decision of phrase mode is
made before seeing the actual content of the target phrase, which fails to make use of the language
model and semantic relevance on the target side. To
address this drawback we devise phraseNetsof tmax ,
which takes the candidate phrases and candidate
words in the same softmax, as illustrated in Figure 6. To do this, all the phrases need to embedded as vectors, where the embedding model is also
learned in the NMT training. It is also worth to mention that phraseNetsof tmax can potentially handle
the case where one source phrase may correspond to
multiple candidate target phrases, since the decoder
can distinguish them based on their content. This
modeling advantage, however, will not be explored
in this paper.

1. STEP-1: calculate the word score for each
word in V,
ψwi = viT Ww tanh(Uw s2 + Cw c2 + Vw ey1 ),
where Ww , Uw , Cw and Vw are weight matrices.
2. STEP-2: calculate the phrase score for each
phrase in Px
ψpj = Wq tanh(Uq s2 +Cq c2 +Vq ey1 +Rq epj ),
0

where epj is the embeddings of rule (pj , pj ).
Wq , Uq , Cq , Vq and Rq are weight matrices.
3. STEP-3: calculate the probabilities of all words
and phrases through softmax
p(y2 |s2 , c2 , ey1 ) = softmax([ψw , ψp ])
In the softmax, the phrases will compete directly with words, which is different from
the phraseNetgate where phrase probabilities
and word probabilities are calculated independently. While phraseNetgate has difficulties in calculating the scores for each phrase,
phraseNetsof tmax has the flexibility to adapt to
the new setting with embeddings. If the choice
is a phrase, the decoder will go through “idle
run” process and the tags of those source words
of the chosen phrase will be set to all-zero.
3.6

Figure 6: The diagram for phraseNetsof tmax .
0

Given a rule (pk , pk ), we have several choices to
calculate its embedding. In this paper, we choose
to use a separate backward RNN to encode pk and
choose the last state as the embedding for it. That
way, the embedding will keep more information of
the first word of pk , therefore facilitate a potential
language model in scoring (yi−1 , si , pk ).
Suppose that at time t = 1, the decoder has generated the word y1 in the word mode, and the current state is s1 , moving to time t = 2. With the
state s1 , the decoder makes an attentive read to h
to obtain c2 . The state s2 is updated in the same
way as in Equation (1). The generation of the next
word/phrase can be described as follows:

Idle Run for Multi-word Phrases

Our decoder is vastly different from that of
RNNsearch, but it is still generally built on the basic word-by-word decoding mechanism. To further
accommodate the phrase mode in which multiple
words are generated all at once, we introduce the
“idle run”. Basically, if at time t a multiple-word
phrase is chosen, the decoding RNN will run exactly the same way as in word mode with regard to
state update and attention, only that the generation
of words in the rest of phrase is pre-determined at t.
This process is called idle run, which can be illustrated through the following example. In Figure 3, if
at time t = 5, the decoder decides to go with phrase
mode and generate p1 , the decoder will not really
output p1 = (y5 , y6 ) at once. To keep the updating
of st (Equation (1)), the decoder will first output y5
and use ey5 and other required elements to update s5

to s6 , uses s6 to generates y6 . With ey6 and other required elements, the decoder will update the state to
s7 and at the time t = 7, the decoder starts to make
its next decision, phrase mode or word mode for the
coming words. During the output of p1 , the decoder
does not need to make decisions or sample words as
it is already in one phrase mode.
3.7

Given a target phrase p = {yt , yt+1 , yt+2 }, in principle, its words could be chosen either from vocabulary V or entirely retrieved from phrase table P. So
in general each word is potentially generated from
a mixture probability model. In the case that there
are out-of-vocabulary words (UNKs) in the phrases,
which are faily common in practice, the mixture
model degenerates to phrase mode only.
For an unified notation, we introduce an indicator variable Iunk into the mixture probability model,
which is summarized as follows,
p(yt , yt+1 ,yt+2 |y<t , x; θ)
=Iunk ×

p(zi = 0, yi |Si ; θ)

N
1 X
L=−
p(y(k) |x(k) ; θ)
N
k=1

4

The Probabilistic Model for Phrases

t+2
Y

a given batch of the source and target sequences
{X}N and {YN }, the objective is to minimize the
negative log-likelihood:

(3)

i=t

+p(zt = 1, pt = p|St ; θ).
where Iunk = 1 means there is no UNKs in the
phrase, and 0 otherwise.
For phraseNetgate , p(zt = 0, yt |St ; θ) factorizes into p(zt = 0|St ; θ)p(yt |St , 0; θ), and
p(zt = 1, pt = p|St ; θ) factorizes into p(zt =
1|St ; θ)pp (pt = p|St , 1; θ). For phraseNetsof tmax ,
there is no explicit variable zt , the indicator of mode
is implicitly absorbed into the choice of words and
phrases. The probability p(zt = 0, yt |St ; θ) can
therefore be re-written as p(yt |St ; θ) and p(zt =
1, pt = p|St ; θ) as p(pt = p|St ; θ).
For normal words that are not part of phrases Wy ,
they can only be generated by word mode, which is
the same as RNNsearch.
Given a pair of source and target sentence x =
(x1 , x2 , . . . , xTx ) and y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yTy ), the
probability of this pair of sentences is:

Experiments

We report our empirical study on applying
phraseNetgate and phraseNetsof tmax to Chineseto-English translation, and comparing it against
RNNsearch and SMT models.
4.1

Phrase table P

As mentioned before, when we design our model,
our definition for “phrase” is different from that
used in phrase-based statistical machine translation.
For each source phrase, our models only support
an unique translation (target phrase). Therefore, we
only choose those phrase pairs that the source phrase
almost always translates to the target phrase. We
also hope the contexts for the source phrases are relatively fixed so that the models can learn the patterns of translation easier. With these considerations, we focus our attention on five categories of
phrases: dates, names, numbers, locations and organizations. Apart from these five categories, we
also collect some other phrases that fulfil our requirements. Figure 7 shows several examples of our
Phrase table.

Figure 7: Examples of phrase for each category.

The phrase pairs are collected from several sources.
The first source consists of extracted phrase pairs
Y
Y
from a bi-lingual corpus using the method described
p(y|x; θ) =
p(yi |y<i , x; θ)
p(pj |y<j , x; θ),
in (Meng et al., 2014), (Ren et al., 2009) and
yi ∈Wy
pj ∈Pxy
(Frantzi et al., 2000). The second source is the
here p(pj |y<j , x; θ) refers to the mixture probabil- LDC dictionary. The third source is from proper
ity (Equation (3)) of output the words in pj . For nouns dictionaries, which contain many commonly

used Chinese-to-English translation pairs for proper
nouns. We have also generated some Chinese-toEnglish phrase translations, especially dates, numbers and Chinese names, by predefined rules. There
are two formats of Chinese names, Mandarin names
and Cantonese names, both of their English counterparts could be generated according to their pronunciation rules. Numbers can also be generated by
predefined rules, like “1345 → 1,345”. Using these
rules, we transform several formats of Chinese numbers to English numbers.
4.2

Setup

Our training data contains 1.25M sentence pairs obtained from LDC corpora1 , with 27.9M Chinese
words and 34.5M English words respectively. We
use NIST 2002 (NIST02) dataset as our development set, and the NIST 2003 (NIST03), NIST 2004
(NIST04), NIST 2005 (NIST05), 2006 (NIST06)
and 2008 (NIST08) datasets as our test sets. The
case-insensitive 4-gram NIST BLEU score (Papineni et al.2002) is used as our evaluation metric.
In training the neural networks, we limit the
source and target vocabularies to the most frequent
16K words (one of the words is reserved for the unknown words (UNK)) in Chinese and English, covering approximately 95.8% and 98.3% of the two
corpora respectively. We train each model with the
sentences of length up to 50 words in training data.
The word embedding dimension is 620 and the size
of a hidden layer is 1000. We set np as 10. In both
the RNNsearch and our models, we adopt the coverage models introduced in (Tu et al., 2016) to mitigate
the problem of over-translation.
We compare our models with state-of-the-art
SMT and RNNsearch:
1. Moses (Koehn et al.2007): an open source
phrase-based translation system with default
configuration and a 4-gram language model
trained on the target portion of training data;
2. RNNsearch (Bahdanau et al.2015): an attentional NMT model with default setting.2
1

The corpora include LDC2002E18, LDC2003E07,
LDC2003E14,
Hansards portion of LDC2004T07,
LDC2004T08 and LDC2005T06.
2
We use the code from (https://github.com/

4.3

Translation Performance

Table 1 shows the translation performances measured in BLEU score. Clearly both the proposed
phraseNetgate and phraseNetsof tmax significantly
improves the translation quality in all cases. More
specifically, On average, phraseNetgate yields about
3.45 BLEU score improvement over our baseline,
phraseNetsof tmax yields about 2.13 BLEU score improvement over our baseline. Also, RNNsearch with
expanded vocabulary (30K words) is 1.65 BLEU behind phraseNetgate . Surprisingly, phraseNetsof tmax
comes behind phraseNetgate , despite its potential
ability to take the content of the target phrase into
the decision. We conjecture that this might be due to
the difficulty in directly comparing the scores from
two different types of scoring functions in the same
pool of softmax.
It is also reasonable to doubt that our models are
just generate the target phrases without considering the positions, as this will also (almost surely)
increase the 1-gram and 2-gram BLEU scores and
hence increase the final BLEU scores. To further verfy this, Table 2 compares our models with
RNNsearch measured in 4-gram BLEU score, which
capture overlapping of generated targets and reference on longer segments.
Our models, especially phraseNetgate , still perform better than RNNsearch, incidating that the
phrases are put into the right places.
4.4

Samples of Translation

We also give two examples from test set comparing our phraseNetgate with RNNsearch, and more
examples can be found in supplementary materials. As demonstrated through those examples, when
there are phrases found in the source sentences,
phraseNetgate has a better chance to generate the
corresponding target phrases correctly at proper locations. This could happen when the source phrases
consist words all in the vocabulary, but more frequently when there are UNK words there, showing
that phraseNetgate is also a strong model to solve
the UNK problem. Another interesting observation,
e.g., the second example in Figure 8 is that for some
common phrases phraseNet sometimes ignores the
kyunghyuncho/dl4mt-material) with minor modifications.

Models
Moses
RNNSearch (16K)
RNNSearch (30K)
phraseNetgate (16K)
phraseNetsof tmax (16K)

NIST02
33.41
34.96
36.04
37.68
36.60

NIST03
31.61
32.19
33.96
36.01
34.07

NIST04
33.48
33.85
35.82
37.69
35.93

NIST05
30.75
30.79
33.05
34.61
33.37

NIST06
31.07
30.32
31.88
32.70
31.96

NIST08
23.37
22.13
23.61
25.52
24.62

Ave.
30.06
29.86
31.66
33.31
31.99

Table 1: Evaluation of translation quality, where we use boldface digits to denote the best performance.
Models
RNNSearch (16K)
phraseNetgate (16K)
phraseNetsof tmax (16K)

NIST02
16.89
18.97
17.72

NIST03
15.64
17.95
16.23

NIST04
17.77
19.11
17.94

NIST05
16.02
17.21
16.42

NIST06
15.26
16.14
15.53

NIST08
10.16
11.92
10.98

Ave.
14.97
16.47
15.42

Table 2: Evaluation of translation quality in 4-gram BLEU score.

Figure 8: Example of phraseNetgate on test sets compared with RNNsearch. Word segmentation is applied on the input, where
underlined are UNK words. The phrases highlighted by boxes (with or without colors) are those phrases in our phrase table. The
highlighted phrases without colors are phrases generated by word mode or not generated.

suggestion of phrase mode, but still generate the entire phrase correctly from its word mode. This shows
phraseNet maintains a healthy and flexible balance
between word and phrase mode.

5

Related Work

Probably the work that is closest to phraseNet is the
recently proposed Neural Generative QA (genQA)
(Yin et al., 2015), where a set of triples are stored
in a QA memory, and a neural network queries this
memory for words to use in generating the answer.
More specifically, phraseNetgate has the same gating
strategy as in genQA. Still, phraseNet is different
from that in several important ways: 1) phraseNet
can handle multiple phrases in one sentence, and 2)

phraseNet can generate multi-word expression.
The softmax with multiple modes in
phraseNetsof tmax is very similar to the recently
proposed CopyNet (Gu et al., ). But the generative
mode in CopyNet still follows a strict word-by-word
fashion and therefore a soft-decision between modes
has to be made for each mode. In a similar way,
phraseNet is related to (Gulcehre et al., 2016a) and
(Cheng and Lapata, 2016).

6

Conclusions and Future Work

We propose a neural machine translator which can
leverage an external phrase memory, and empirically
show its efficacy on Chinese-English translation.
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